The scaling properties of three nontrivial one-dimensional avalanche models are analyzed. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A class of recently studied sandpile models [1] , although not representative of real sand [2] , are useful systems for studying the statistical mechanics of nonequilibrium transport processes. They are specified by adding on "grains" of sand in a random fashion and deciding what happens after each addition by using very simple rules of evolution. Their transport properties are reminiscent of nonequilibrium fj.uids, but they have an obvious advantage of not being governed by the Liouville equation, which is nonsoluble even for the simplest cases.
Cellular-automaton sandpile models were introduced in the work of Bak, Tang, The behavior of such models is very different depending on whether the rules of evolution are based on the absolute heights of the piles or whether they depend on the local slopes. In absolute height models, grains of sand are added one at a time at random locations on the lattice. When the height at a site exceeds a threshold value, a certain number of grains fall onto the site's nearest neighbors. This in turn makes some of the neighbors unstable, which then shed grains to their neighbors, thus setting off an avalanche. This process is repeated until the entire sandpile is stable and then the addition process starts again. Quantities of interest are the nature of the recurrent configurations and their number as a function of the system size, the distribution of avalanches, etc. In a series of elegant papers, Dhar [5, 6] showed that a large class of absolute height models were Abelian, i.e. , the addition processes commuted.
This S+L =S (20) The site at which the avalanche will come to a stop is found by moving away from the site at which sand was added ( 
The entire probability distribution of both 0. T Equation (28) is the central result of this section. It implies that the probability of observing values of the total trap number which are zero (or below) are of the order
Notice that for Mr=o T=O, ST=3L /2. It will turn out to be convenient to rewrite ST in the form The exponential factor is the one which matters. The statement is that if
For the PLL model, the value of e is determined by our choice of ST.
A. Solution of the periodic model
The conservation law for ST in the periodic model will enable us to solve for the probabilities of the different values of MT. Define the probability that the total trap number takes on a certain value, say M, in a system of size L as pT(M, L). This probability will certainly depend upon e. Since Sz is conserved we can combine Eqs.
(21) and (23) to read then there is an exponentially small probability that the system will have no traps. When the inequality (30) is suKciently satisfied, the system will always contain many traps. If this model were a usual statistical-mechanical system, we would further expect that there was some coherence length g, which describes the typical size of these regions, and that over distances much greater than g, one could apply local equilibrium arguments to get estimates of probabilities. In particular, one could estimate the probability of finding a region of size x with a small value of M(x) =gg+ M by applying the analysis which led to Eq. (28). The result is o T=4(MT eL) .
We are interested in the case of small e so that Eq. (25) can be interpreted as the statement that e is the small probability that there will be a trap present at a site j. Imagine that we pick a region by first specifying a random value of the starting point j and then walking to the left from that point. If there are no traps which appear as we walk over a distance x, we know that the region will make a contribution to pr(O, x ). Thus 
and
Then combining Eqs. (53) and (54) with Eqs. (65) and (66) we get
In the third region -', &+&1 we expect an exponential falloff in the probability pD(x) and thus asymptotically an L-dependent modal slope (Fig. 4) Fig. 11 we plot the same function as in Fig.  10 , but now against the variable x/L . The data are consistent with an exponential falloff, though there is some upturn in the tails for large L. From Fig. 11 we estimate the exponent of the exponential to be about -'. The curves in this region, however, get steeper as L increases. Fig. 11 A quantity of interest is the probability distribution po(y), which is the probability that the first trap will be at a distance y from the abyss. Figure 13 plots is too smail a lattice size and the system "feels" its finiteness. Figure 16 plots the same quantities as Fig. 15 As a first check we plot log-log plots of the probability of Prob(x =L' ), which estimates drops of size a=0. 5 . Figure 17 yields a slope of 0.59. If now we choose an e based definition of a (i.e. , using the relation L -e ), and plot Prob(x =e ), we find that the quality of the loglog plot (Fig. 18) The simplest assumption to make is e= AL ', where the prefactor 3 can be estimated in several ways. Two of them are, from the modal total number of traps in the LL model where to a very good approximation MT=2', and from the deviation of the modal slope of the LL model from 1.5, which to a good approximation goes as e. The factor A can be estimat d from the intercept of both these plots and is found to be about 0.4 with an error of about 5%. Thus, when we compare a PLL simulation with a LL simulation, we should multiply the value of e used in our scaling plots by a factor of 1/A =2.5. As a check, we will show that this value of the prefactor also turns out to be the best value that makes the PLL data collapse for arbitrary values of L and e. Fig. 21 .
In Fig. 22 we show a comparison between the G(a)
function from the set of runs with different L's and their corresponding e's chosen from the LL model and those from the runs where L was kept constant and e was varied systematically.
The nice agreement clearly shows that we have captured the correct relation between e and L. In Fig. 23 Recall that to generate a backavalanche in the LL model one needed to add on a site with slope 2 and whose left neighbor also had a local slope of 2. This generated a backavalanche of a specified size which was determined by the proximity of the nearest (left-hand) trap.
It is then apparent that backavalanches are caused by the addition of a grain of sand on site i where E; = 6; + ) = 1. The entire complexity of the avalanche sizes for avalanches bigger than 2 depends on the probability of adding on a 11 pair. Once we can compute the probability distribution of this quantity, it is trivial to compute the drop number distribution.
Before beginning our formal manipulations, let us note that rule (R2) makes this model significantly different from the previous two models we have analyzed. In those cases the probability of choosing a site for addition was uniformly L ' and independent of the configuration of the pile. In this model there is a new nonlinearity in that the probability of an addition site, while uniform over allowed sites, is now K (configuration) with K, the number of available sites, decidedly dependent upon the momentary configuration.
One of the consequences of this property is that while the probability to see a drop of size L+ 1 -i, i & 1 is the probability of e; =E' . + & = 1, it is of course really that probability weighted by the probability of selecting site i, which is now configuration dependent: 
